Introduction.
In a recent papert by the writer, the polynomial determined by the 2« + 1 points (1) (-nh,y-n),..., (-h,y-x) , (0,y0), (h,yx), . .., (nh,yn) is written down in terms of the determinant where 2r*rl'"rn-< rePresents the sum of the squares of the n_•) products of the ui first n integers excepting j, taken n -i at a time, i + n. For t = w, ^>"J rj ■ • • r*_ unity by definition.
and the cofactors Aij of its elements j2*, as follows:
_i_ ) An ( s. , 2 An . nAm , Nl x + |2£f w -2/-i) + -2^-(2/2 -y-2)-]-r--J52)-(!fti -y-*'i~h
+ Y^ (yn + 2/-n -2¡fo)j |y
This formula is comparable with the Lagrange formula in ease of verification (independently of evaluation of the determinant I) and its cofactors).
The object of the present paper is to express the coefficient of xm in (3) in terms of mth difference quotients, thus obtaining a form of (3) which suggests Maclaurin's series as a limiting case under proper conditions. 2. Transformation of the coefficients. The scheme of differences to be employed is the following: Ao where y&-y2 = Aa, As -A2 = A2, etc.
Between the differences of orders one and three, and between the differences of orders two and four, we have, respectively, the following relations: Exactly the same relations, of course, hold between the differences of order 2i -1 and those of order 2¿ +1 ; and between the differences of order 2i and those of order 2¿ + 2.
We shall find it advantageous, as will at once appear, to make formal use of certain binomial coefficients, and of the notation (4), to write (3) thus:
The coefficients of (7) are now transformed by successive application of (5) and (6) (and the generalization of these relations) until the coefficient of x2*-1 contains differences of order 2 i -1 and the coefficient of x2* contains differences of order 2i. It will then appear that the differences of lower order, though formally involved, have actually been eliminated.
By use of (5) and the identity »C)-i+C7l)-»+("r,)-«+-+(î)-*-*+»-we may reduce the expression
except for a term in (4_i 4 ¿4i) which by combination with similar terms for j = 1, 2, 3,..., n is eliminated from the coefficients of xs, x6,..., as stated above, and as will presently appear. Repetition of this process yields from (10) (11) \(>y)(Ali + Al)+(i)(Al2 + A2<) + ---+ (l)(A^+2 + AU]
and so on, the final expression in the sequence being
In like manner by use of (6) and the identity (8) we may reduce the expression
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use to the forms we find that the expressions (9), (10), (11), ... contain, respectively, .({), .ft1). »CiV-differences, and that the expressions (13), (14), 15), ... contain, respectively, *(i). iet'). m%-differences.
Consequently, if we replace the expressions in the brackets in (7) by the reduced expressions in the higher differences, (7) becomes (apart from the omitted differences of lower order) with respect only to the number of differences involved (21) +lJ!4r[¿fí*-i,)H£ where, because of the termination, for i = j, of the sequences of expressions (9), (10), (11), ..., and (13), (14), (15), ..., we have i > i.
We shall now show that We shall find it convenient to introduce the notation (j ¡> i)
In order to establish (22), (23), (24), (25) (2). From this the truth of (27) and (28) is at once evident. Prom (24) and (25), which are now established, it is clear that differences of lower order are eliminated by the transformations of Section 2, as there predicted, and from this fact in combination with (22) and (23) we have the following result: Theorem. The coefficient ofxm in the polynomial determined by tliepoints (1) is the product of the reciprocal of ml and a weighted average of difference quotients of order m.
4. Explicit expansion of pt2n] (x) in terms of difference quotients. In the light of the foregoing theorem the explicit expansion of the polynomial P[2,l](ic)in the manner specified by the theorem becomes important. This expansion results from the transformations of Section 2, and is as follows:
i-w = *+i|J^[f+r2> '-v+¿r») i /i+ *-3\, . Combination of (26) and (30) now enables us to write Pl2n] (x) in the form*
;áñ 2t-l P;
Formula (31) presents explicitly the weightings of the various difference quotients in the weighted averages mentioned in the theorem of Section 3.
For n = 1, 2, 3, 4 we have the following numerical results:
The polynomial determined by three points (n = 1): The weightings of the mean difference quotients of the first and second orders in the weighted averages involved in the coefficients of x and x2 are of particular interest, and for low degrees are of practical importance. We therefore tabulate these weightings for degrees 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 , the weightings in any given column being in order of numerically ascending subscripts of the mean difference quotients: By means of (36) and (37) the first and second derivatives of Pi2n](x), n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, at the point (0, y0) are quickly determined without computing differences of higher order than that of the desired derivative. The values given in (36) and (37) are readily checked by taking for y-n, ..., y-i, y0, yi, • • •, yn the values, for x = -n, ..., -1, 0, 1, ..., n, respectively, of any polynomial (for example, xm) of degree less than or equal to 2n. 5. Derivation of Stirling's form of P[2n] (x). The polynomial P[2nl (x) is derived in the foregoing by methods in no way dependent on the classic formulas of Lagrange and Stirling. Stirling's formula, on the other hand, is very readily derived from (31).
We shall use the customary notation If to (39) we add a polynomial of degree 4 which has for its terms of the third and fourth degree the terms of the third and fourth degree of Plil(x), as specified by (33), and which vanishes for x/h = -1,0, 1, the difference between the polynomial thus obtained and P[4] (x) will be of degree 2 at most, and will vanish at three points. The new polynomial Since, for i = j' = n, formulas (30) and (31) 
